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Abstract 
The article deals with the issue of the use of geometric mechanics in mobile robotics. In the introductory part of article, basic 
notions are explained that frequently occurring in the concept of geometric mechanics. It contains the calculation of body 
velocities using adjoint action. Further was described the relation between the body velocity and the shape variable by the 
reconstruction equation and from this equation was expressed the local connection. The last part deals with the behavior of the 
differential-drive car using the vector field what it can be used at solving more complicated locomotion systems. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Geometric mechanics is a branch of mathematics applying particular geometric methods to many areas of 
mechanics, from mechanics of particles and rigid bodies to fluid mechanics to control theory. Geometric mechanics 
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applies principally to systems for which the configuration space is a Lie group, or a group of diffeomorphisms, or 
more generally where some aspect of the configuration space has this group structure. For example, the 
configuration space of a rigid body such as a satellite is the group of Euclidean motions (translations and rotations in 
space), while the configuration space for a liquid crystal is the group of diffeomorphisms coupled with an internal 
state (gauge symmetry or order parameter). By exploring mechanical systems from a differential geometric point of 
view, one wants to understand the structure of the equations of motion in a way that helps to isolate the important 
objects which control the motion of the system. The developments in the field of geometric mechanics have led to 
progress in the study of geometrical structure and dynamics of mechanical systems. By modelling the locomotion 
process, it is possible to fully understand the behavior of the system [1]. 
2. The basic notions of geometric mechanics 
When analyzing the kinematics and dynamics of the system, it is generally important to consider not only about 
its configuration q but also velocity ݍሶ  with which its configuration changes. Together, these quantities create the 
state of system. For mechanical systems composed of rigid bodies, the configuration is the set of all position 
variables. The number of variables n is equal to the number of degrees of freedom of the mechanical system. The set 
of all configurations is called the configuration space Q. From mathematical point of view the configuration space 
represents an object called a manifold. In general, we can characterize the manifold as the topological space locally 
homeomorphic n-dimensional Euclidean space. Velocity vectors are represented as elements of the tangent space 
TqQ associated with the configuration space Q of the system. The tangent space to manifold can be viewed as a 
linearization of the manifold or the vector space that the best approximates the manifold in given point and can only 
exist if the manifold is at least differentiable in one point. The intuitive definition of the tangent space is shown in 
Fig. 1(on the left), where the velocity of a point moving along the circle, can always be represented as a vector lying 
in the line tangent to the circle at its current location, with magnitude corresponding to the velocity of point. The 
tangent space to points moving along line is a line. At higher-dimensional surfaces, such as a sphere, the tangent 
space is two-dimensional plane touching the sphere. In general, tangent spaces of n-dimensional manifolds are Rn 
vector spaces. The set of all tangent surfaces to the manifold creates the tangent bundle TQ [2], [3]. 
 
Fig. 1. Examples of configuration manifold and tangent bundle. 
3. The calculation of the body velocity 
As an example of this process consider the differential-drive car composed of three bodies (Fig. 2). The body 
frame of this planar system g is located in the center of the axle-line and fixed to the vehicle chassis. Two wheels, 
with body frames g1 and g2, have a radius R and are at a distance w from the center of the chassis. Each wheel is 
controlled independently and we assume that their rolling is without slipping. 
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Fig. 2. The differential-drive car. 
The wheels have fixed positions g1,g and g2,g with respect to the body frame of the vehicle g [4]: 
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The body velocity of the center of mass is given by [4]: 
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The body velocity of each wheel ξg1 and ξg2 we will get applying inverse adjoint action Ad-1 to the body velocity of 
the center of mass [4]: 
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where x = 0, y = w and θ = 0, because we move in y-axis direction and then: 
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The body velocity ξg2, where x = 0, y = -w and θ = 0 is: 
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4. The nonholonomic constraints and the local connection  
When the constraint of the mechanical system with multiple rigid bodies can be expressed only in differential 
form, i.e. by relation between the coordinates and their possible changes (velocities) are called nonholonomic. Most 
mechanical systems have nonholonomic constraints which reduce the number of degree of freedom and restrict the 
velocity with which a system can move, but without restricting the configuration space. Formally, the nonholonomic 
constraint is defined by function ω on the tangent bundle TQ. The zero set of these functions defines allowable 
velocities of the mechanical system for each configuration that satisfy the constraint. 
The differential-drive car has two conditions of the nonholonomic constraint for a rolling wheel, thus we have a 
pair of nonholonomic constraints on each wheel. No-slip condition is given by relation [4], [5]: 
,0  D[ ix Rgi    (6) 
and no-slide condition: 
,0 [ ygi    (7) 
where  [ xgi  and [
y
gi
 are components of the body velocities and αi is the angle of rotation of each wheel. 
Substituting the components of ξg1 and ξg2 from equation (3) and (4) into the no-slip and no-slide constraints from 
(6) and (7) we get three independent nonholonomic constraints on the differential-drive car → no-slip constraint for 
wheel 1(8), no-slip constraint for wheel 2 (9) and the same no-slide constraint for both wheels (10): 
,01   DZ[[ T Rx    (8) 
,02   DZ[[ T Rx    (9) 
.0 [ y    (10) 
To analyze and control the movement of system we need systematically to derive a model that will give us the 
answer to the question: If the shape of system will change, so how the system will move? The answer to this 
question gives us formalized relation in the language of geometric mechanics called as the local connection. In 
geometric mechanics, the equations of motion for symmetric linear-kinematic systems are generally expressed by a 
kinematic reconstruction equation [5]: 
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,)( rr A [    (11) 
where A(r) is the local connection associated with the system constraints and r are shape velocities. The system’s 
local connection corresponds to, and can be derived from Pfaffian constraint [5]: 
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Then we will separate the constraint equation into the sum of two smaller matrix multiplications: 
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where Z[  is matrix of constraint for the body velocity ξ and Zr is matrix of constraint for the shape velocity r . 
After modification this equation we get: 
.1 rr ZZ[ [    (14) 
Comparing equations (11) and (13), the local connection A is equal: 
.1ZZ[ r A    (15) 
The constraints (8), (9) and (10) are linear with respect to the shape and body velocities, and so can be expressed in 
Pfaffian form: 
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The reconstruction equation and the local connection for the differential-drive car can then be directly calculated as: 
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5. The representation of the local connection by vector fields 
Expressions for local connections A(r) are quite complicated and do not provide deep insight into the behavior of 
the system. However, their geometric view using visualization means provides deeper insight. One is the 
representation of the local connection by vector fields. Each row of the local connection A(r) can be considered as a 
definition of the vector field Ai on the shape (base) space whose scalar product with the shape velocity creates a 
corresponding component of body velocity: 
.).( rri
i

&
A
[[     (18) 
If we consider the local connection A(r) as vector fields with the operator of scalar product, so we get a strong 
geometric intuition for understanding the relation between movements of shape and position variables. Geometric 
interpretation of scalar product is: 
4  cos)().( rrrr ii
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where 4 is the angle between vectors. If we consider that 4cos is the rate of orientation of )(riA
& [
and r , so 
[ i takes on positive, negative or zero value if two vectors are oriented approvingly, disapprovingly or are 
perpendicular to each other and are scaled by absolute value of )(riA
& [
and r [5], [6]. 
The local connection of the differential-drive car we have viewed by vector fields for R = 1 and w = 1 using 
program MATLAB R2013b, shown in Fig. 3. To create of vector fields was used command quiver. Into vector fields 
were also at the same time generated three line segments at intervals for one second that represent the relation 
between the shape variables α1 and α2 by this way [7]: 
x the first line segment represents situation when both wheels rotate by the same velocity, 
x the second line segment represents situation when both wheels rotate by the same velocity, but with the 
reverse orientation and 
x the third line segment represents situation when wheels rotate by the different velocities. 
 
Fig. 3. (a) the vector field of local connection Aξx; (b) the vector field of local connection Aξy;(c) the vector field of local connection Aξθ. 
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The analysis of the shape of vector field towards the shape of generated line segments we can obtain deeper 
insight to the issue of the movement with nonholonomic constraints. From Fig. 3 we can deduce how the 
differential-drive car will move: 
x the first line segment is parallel with the vector field of local connection Aξx and perpendicular with the 
vector field of local connection Aξθ, the vector field of local connection Aξy is zero vector field → the 
differential-drive car moves forward, 
x the second line segment is perpendicular with the vector field of local connection Aξx and parallel with the 
vector field of local connection Aξθ, the vector field of local connection Aξy is zero vector field → the 
differential-drive car rotates only counterclockwise and 
x the third line segment is disapprovingly oriented with the vector field of local connection Aξx and 
approvingly oriented with the vector field of local connection Aξθ, the vector field of local connection Aξy is 
zero vector field → the differential-drive car reverses and at the same time rotates counterclockwise. 
The previous situations of differential-drive car’s movement we can see in the following figure (Fig. 4). 
 
Fig. 4. The movement of the differential-drive car. 
6. Conclusion 
In this article using the concept of geometric mechanics was described the calculation of body velocity of the 
differential-drive car via the adjoint action. After defining of nonholonomic constraints for the differential-drive car, 
these constraints were substituted to the reconstruction equation. From this equation we got the local connection, 
which was shown using the vector field. To create vector fields, line segments and to calculate body velocities was 
used in the large extent program MATLAB. By investigating of the shape of vector fields and line segments we 
were able to describe how the differential-drive car will move. 
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